Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

TO_Benson says:
::Standing at tactical station 2 on the Bridge monitoring the ships defensive and offensive systems::

ACO-Teasley says:
::Sitting in the Captains chair::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::on the bridge of the Titan, poking his computer console::

SO_Taliza says:
::working at science station two, monitoring sensors and looking for any strange signals::

OPS_Riley says:
::on the brige monitoring the ops console::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
::monitering the TAC systems::

ACO-Teasley says:
CSO: Full sensor sweep. See wit you can detect Cloaked sips

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CSO's console "pokes' him back by sending a small static electriacl jolt thru his finger.

TO_Benson says:
AXO: All defesive and offensive systems are functioning within normal parameters, Sir.

CSO_Engstrom says:
Self: Ouch.  ::grumbles:: Console: Behave or ill re-wire you.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
TO: Thank you...

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: in ME doing maintenece, again::

CSO_Engstrom says:
ACO: Commencing scan ::sends out a sensor pulse on the tacheon bandwidth::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Allow me, sir.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CSO's console shuts down

CSO_Engstrom says:
::grumbles:: *Engineering*  Electrical repair to science station one please.

SO_Taliza says:
::picks up scans when the CSO's console goes down::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The SO is having no problems with his console.

CSO_Engstrom says:
ACO: Science one just crashed, im moving to science three..  ::glances over the SO's shoulder::

OPS_Riley says:
::smiles content with the readings she has got from the ops console::

ACO-Teasley says:
CSO: Understood.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: My sensors are clear.

ACO-Teasley says:
OPS: Set a course to Qo'nos. Warp 7

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
::walks over to the ACO:: ACO: <W> So what is your plan in convincing the Klingons to join this federation's cause??

CSO_Engstrom says:
ACO: Sensor screen's are clear.  But we might not detect a cloaked signature unless we were right on top of them.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan arrives at the Klingon border

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CSO* what did you do to SCI 1?

ACO-Teasley says:
AXO: <W>: I was just going to wing it. ::smiles::

TO_Benson says:
::Taps console activating the tactical sensors::

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CSO* do say notjing becuase you'll be lying

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
::returns to the tactical spot with a sigh:: TO: Everything still operating ok?

CSO_Engstrom says:
*CEO* I dont know, the blasted thing shocked me then dumped out.  I think the computer's sarcasm chip is malfunctioning.

OPS_Riley says:
ACO: Acknowledged ::sets the course::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::at the helm of the Titan, awaiting further orders::

ACO-Teasley says:
FCO: Enage at warp 7 to Qo'nos

CSO_Engstrom says:
::slides into the much less comfortable chair of science three and logs into the system::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Is this computer so tempramental?

ACO-Teasley says:
CSO & SO: Keep running sensor sweeps.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CSO*I'm sure i send someone up to repair it soon

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye sir ::plots a course for Qo'nos and engages at warp 7::

SO_Taliza says:
ACO: Should I include tachyons in the sensor sweeps?

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: Lets try to configure a revolving tacheon pulse.  Keep switching the bandwidth.  And yes, the blasted thing is a hunk of junk.  Remember its got shuttlecraft parts for brains, combined whatever those heathens put in her at starbase.

ACO-Teasley says:
SO: Of course

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Affirmative, Sir.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Aye, sir.  Modulating frequencies of tachyon pulses.

ACO-Teasley says:
::sits back and waits::

CSO_Engstrom says:
*CEO* Thank you Chief.  I think the main core is still a little bit quirky, although that appeared to be a mechanical problem.

FCO_Jadahn says:
*CEO*: How are things going down there?

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CSO* Alright

CSO_Engstrom says:
ACO: Forward sector status normal ::checking his screens:: port and starboard, status normal.  Aft sector, status normal.  Still no contacts along normal cloaked bandwidth.

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Suggest we run a random course as the tachyon sweep is limited in it's diameter.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*FCO* it's good down here I guess , u?

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
::walks back over to the ACO:: ACO: <W> Might I suggest that we hail Qo'nos, let them know we are coming, and possibly go to yellow alert for the time being...

TO_Benson says:
AXO: 180 degree couse should suffice.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
TO: Agreed...

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: You think the Klingons would use cloaks in this universe?  They could've had a different Treaty of Algernon here.

OPS_Riley says:
::still happy with the readings, she glances at the rest of the crew::

CSO_Engstrom says:
TO: That would increase our travel time exponentially.  Thus increasing the chance of a contact.

ACO-Teasley says:
AXO: <W>: We still don't know if the Klingons are on Qo'Nos.

ACO-Teasley says:
FCO: Take us to warp 8, please

FCO_Jadahn says:
*CEO*: Alright, sir.  Just making sure incase we are faced with some diplomatic trouble.

TO_Benson says:
CSO: Of course, however what good is running a tachyon sweep if it is not effective?

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye aye ::increases speed to warp 8::

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: True.  Although from what we have seen so far of domestic and interstellar races, their technology appears to be basically convergent.  Besides, better safe than sorry.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: <W> Perhaps going to yellow alert would be suggestable, to make sure the crew is ready, in case something goes wrong...

CSO_Engstrom says:
TO: Since the tacheon sweep's detection apparatus is by no means fail safe, and relatively short range.  Not much.  Speed is probably our biggest asset.  But it never hurts to try.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Understood.  I guess this is one of those divergencies in our space-time continuum.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*FCO* remind the ACO that if we are to do any diplomatic talks i would like to be present

ACO-Teasley says:
AXO: Agreed.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Ok...  TO: Take us to yellow alert.

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Aye, Sir.  ::Taps console activating Yellow Alert::

FCO_Jadahn says:
*CEO*: Sure thing.............. counselor ::smiles jokingly::

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: Lets try reprogramming the main deflector to emit the pulses, like old style radar, that might increase our range even if the scanning resolution is limited.

OPS_Riley says:
::somehow feels better now they have gone to yellow alert::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: I mean since WE won the Dominion war in our universe, this could be a scenario like what if we lost.  ::hears the radar suggestion:: Sir, you want me to include a rotating dish too?

Host AGMDave  (YellowAlert.wav)

ACO-Teasley says:
AXO: <W>: Also work with the CSO, SO, CEO, and OPS to devise a plan of escape from the serect starbase.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Sir, Lt. Fletcher asks if he may be present in the event of a diplomatic negotiation.

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: smiled after hearing counselor:: wishj i was still official  counselor

TO_Benson says:
::Taps console adjusting the tactical sensors::

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO:  Whatever works, Ensign.  Too bad were at warp so you cant do an EVA to arrange that.

ACO-Teasley says:
FCO: Yes but let us see the sittion when we get there

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Aye sir...  ::walks over to the CSO:: CSO: <W> Remember all that info we downloaded of this reality's Norton Station?? Pull up everything listed there concerning Klingon techonology, treaties...etc...I want to know what we are getting into...

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Well, I'd send one of Fletcher's engineers up there to do that.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Qo'nos System appears on LRS.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::nods to ACO:: *CEO*: On behalf of Cmdr. Teasley, permission granted.  But he wants to see what we are getting into first.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Adjustments on the tachyon sweeps have been made.

TO_Benson says:
::Sees the Qo'nos System appear on the LRS::

OPS_Riley says:
::gets up and heads over to the CSO/SO/AXO::

CSO_Engstrom says:
ACO: Qo'nos now entering conventional scan range.  Continueing tacheon pulse.  A note sir, actively attempting to detect cloaked assets in a non-allied system could be considered an act of war.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*FCO* good

ACO-Teasley says:
CSO: ANy one still there?

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: I'm not picking up anything on Qo'nos.

CSO_Engstrom says:
ACO: The system appears to be deserted.  No life signs, or power signatures, but at this range they could be obscured by a cloaking device.

ACO-Teasley says:
CSO: Keep scanning. FCO: When we get to the system slow to full impulse

CSO_Engstrom says:
AXO: Aye sir, working ::begins accessing materiel:: Sir, its worth mentioning, none of the information we have is more recent than the end of the Federation-Empire conflict.

OPS_Riley says:
::nods:: CSO: Somehow it is hard to believe no one will be there.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO/AXO: Sirs, I suggest we hail just incase... in this reality, their technology could have developed in an entirely different way...

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye sir

ACO-Teasley says:
AXO: Wat do you think?

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
CSO: True, but that is more than what we have already...

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: sends eng to repair SCI 1::

CSO_Engstrom says:
OPS: In our universe this system is home to billions.  However it is possible... ::ponders::  SO: Give me a geographical and sysmagraphical comparason of the moon Praxis compared to the fragment left in our timeline.

ACO-Teasley says:
FCO: Wait on that. I want to make sure the Klingons are here.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Praxis, sir?

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: I am having the CSO look through the Norton files regarding the Klingons...but, it is hard to know what to expect, these aren't the Klingons we know.  I suggest a very tactful, and safe course of action.

OPS_Riley says:
::raises an eybrow at the CSO comment and waits to see the computers results:: 

ACO-Teasley says:
AXO: Of course. I sure hate to upset a Klingon

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: The moon that blew and started peace talks between the Federation and the Klingons at Khitimer?

SO_Taliza says:
::checks sensors for Praxis::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::nods to the SO::  AXO/ACO: Records indicate no noticeable sociological or technological differences between the alternate klingons and our own, except as indicated by the lack of Federation influence.  These people will very likely be extremely hostile.

ACO-Teasley says:
CSO: Must likely to the contcat cut off from the Federation.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Sir, Praxis is whole.  It looks like it didn't explode in this reality.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Sensors are now detecting large amounts of theta radiation and traces of Breen and Dominion weaponry.

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: delays eng and goes himself to repair SCI 1::

CSO_Engstrom says:
ACO: Precisely ::glances over at the SO's findings::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
CSO/ACO: Oh great, just what we need.  I'll notify sickbay to be prepared, and I'll have my security teams double up, just in case.

OPS_Riley says:
CSO: It wouldhave been nicer to meet the Klingons as we know them.

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: exits ME and heads to the bridge::

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Sir, sensors are picking up traces of Breen and Dominion weaponry.

CSO_Engstrom says:
ACO/AXO: The Klingon moon Praxis is intact, this would indicate the Klingons of this era had no need to seek federation assistance, its definately a devergence point.  It also means their supply of dilithium would be larger than the Klingon's of our own time.  They could very well have rebuild substantially since the war... Or died off.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: The TO reports traces of Breen and Dominion weaponry.
CSO: Scan for debris fields.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CSO: Do you find a record of a special frequency used to communicate between the Federation and Klingons during the Dominion War?  One that would be hidden from the Dominion forces?

Host ACO-Teasley says:
AXO: Shields to max. stand by weapons.

CSO_Engstrom says:
FCO: Much of this is classified.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
TO: Shields up.  Stand by weapons.
ACO: Shall we go to red alert?

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Aye, Sir.  ::Raises shields and charges weapons arrays and loads torpedo bays::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
AXO: Yes. Red Alert.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
::walks over to his TAC console and notifies his security teams to double up and be on standbye::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
TO: Red Alert.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CSO: Sir.. but could you check anyway?  It could be of use to us.

CSO_Engstrom says:
AXO/ACO:  The system is deserted, from this range we should be detecting resedue if they are stealthed or otherwise cloaked.  This system has been purged of all life, Sirs.

Host AGMDave  (Alert.wav)

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Aye, Sir, Red Alert.  ::Activates Red Alert status::

OPS_Riley says:
::heads back to the OPS console and takes a seat:: Self: this seems to quiet out here.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Maybe the Dominion/Breen alliance killed everyone off, imprisoned them all, or some may have fled.

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: arrives on the bridge and hears the red alert be called he heads to the Eng1 console intstead::

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: Genocide would not be out of the question with the Breen.

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Picking up traces of quantum torpedoes and some debris on sensors.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
FCO: Slow to impulse.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: I know they were trying to do the same to us in the war.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Yes sir ::slows to impulse speed::

CSO_Engstrom says:
AXO/ACO:  Debris field on sensors. It looks like a signifigant Klingon fleet met a much larger Dominion/Breen fleet.  The ration of losses is nearly 100 to one.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
TO: Ok, can you getting me a ready onthe types of debris out there??

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::leans his head on one hand::

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: sees everything all mixed and goes to fix SCI ::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Radiation readings on Qo'nos is off the scale!

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Aye, Sir.  Checking now.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
TO: Never mind my last order...the CSO already analyzed it.

CSO_Engstrom says:
AXO/ACO: The planet Qo'nos is registering unusual radiation levels and impact craters.. Looks like orbital anti-matter bombardment.

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: detachs the bulhead and sees the porblem already and faulty wire::

FCO_Jadahn says:
CSO: Based on what you've read about this reality, what do you think about a distress call?  If we sent one out, would any Klingons possibly come to investigate?

CSO_Engstrom says:
AXO/ACO: I hypothesise that the Empire has fallen, sirs.

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: he replces the wire and reconnects the core processors::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::lets out a long Breath::

OPS_Riley says:
FCO: the problem is who else would come to us if we did that.

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Analysis of the debris field indicate chunks of Klingon, Breen and Dominion vessels.

FCO_Jadahn says:
OPS: True...

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: Sci 1 comes back on-line::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
CSO: ANy signs of Klingons going away from this system?

CSO_Engstrom says:
ACO:  Warp trails leading extra-system.  They are faded, and unidentifyable.  Could be Breen, could be Klingon.

CEO_Fletcher says:
CSO: fixed Sci 1 :: walking over to Eng 1::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
CSO: Alright in it is something.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
TO: Are there any pieces of debris out there that could be large enough, to hold a data module.  Perhaps, we might be able to recover something concerning this slaughter.

CSO_Engstrom says:
ACO: Based on my data, this devestation occoured quite recently, its a matter of days or weeks, not months or years.  Recommend immediate withdrawl.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Sir.... I might be able to predict their destination based on the warp trails...

SO_Taliza says:
::continues tachyon sweeps::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
CSO: Agreed FCO: Set a course at warp 8.5 and follow the warp trails.

CSO_Engstrom says:
::turns to the CEO:: CEO: Thanks.

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Affirmative, Sir, there are several pieces large enough to hold a data module, however we cannot possibly bring all the debris onto the ship to disect it.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Sir, perhaps we should wait just a minute.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
AXO: To colloect samples of the vessels?

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Already set... engaging... ::engages at 8.5::

OPS_Riley says:
::looks over at the AXO:: 

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: According to teh TO, there might be debris out there large enough to hold a data module, that would tell us far more than chasing after warp trails.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
AXO: I see. FCO: hold up.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: If we scan the large debris, we might be able to narrow it down.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
TO: Locate a data module and beam it board

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye aye

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
TO: Work with the CSO and SO on locating a couple.  We don't want to lose those trails.

TO_Benson says:
ACO: Aye, Sir, however I believe the Science sensors would be more effective.

TO_Benson says:
::Begins scans of the larger pieces of debris::

SO_Taliza says:
::looks for a data module::

CSO_Engstrom says:
Bridge-In-General: Working working ::scanning debris looking for computers::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: I got one!

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::Hears something good::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::checks reading:: TO: Module detected, bearing dead astarboard, sector 7G, 214.7.

CSO_Engstrom says:
::looks at the SO:: SO: Good work.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
FCO: Move us into Tranport range

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Thanks.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
::hears them:: CSO/SO/TO: Good job guys.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
TO: Prepare to lower shields.

TO_Benson says:
CSO: Acknowledged.

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Aye, Sir.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye sir ::veers hard starboard::

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: Send out a dual tachoen pulse before we lower shields, even if we dont detect anything if there is something out there it might blind them.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Aye.  ::prepares double pulse::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::hears something, sounds vaugely like the noise his computer made when it bit.. er shocked him::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
OPS: Are we in range?

OPS_Riley says:
::get a transport lock on the object and then turns to the ACO:: ACO: Yes sir, where would you like it? ::smiles::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
TO: And, now...lower shields...
OPS: Transport.

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Aye, Sir, lowering shields now.

SO_Taliza says:
::initiates double burst of tachyons::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::makes a muttered commend under his breath in response to OPS' comment::

OPS_Riley says:
::transports the object onto the ship::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Klingon data module is beamed aboard Titan.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
TO: Raise shields...

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Raising shields, Sir.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
AXO: get started on the module.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Understood, permission to borrow the CEO and SO for assisstance??

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Request permission to take out the Titania, with a few other officers

Host ACO-Teasley says:
FCO: Just a second Lt.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Now we can pursue those warp trails as originally planned.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::nods to ACO::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
AXO: Premission granted.

TO_Benson says:
::Moves to tactcial station one::

SO_Taliza says:
::hears the ACO and AXO interplay, prepares to secure station and follow::

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: waits for the XO::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
FCO: Follow the trails that go deeper into Kligon SPace. Warp 7.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye sir ::engages at warp 7::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
SO/CEO: You're with me.  ::headsto the TL::

SO_Taliza says:
AXO: Aye, sir.  ::secures station and follows AXO to TL::

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: heads to TL::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
::arrives in the CB:: SO/CEO: Locate the data module, lets get it on out of the debris and to somewhere where we could work with it.

SO_Taliza says:
::takes tricorder and searches debris for the module::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
::running a scan with tricorder::

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: starts looking for the module::

SO_Taliza  (Tricorder.wav)

SO_Taliza says:
AXO: Got it!

OPS_Riley says:
:::is happy with all the ship systems at the minute::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
SO: Good work.
SO/CEO: Any ideas on how to remove it?

Host ACO-Teasley says:
CSO: Can you tell if the warp signarters are Kligon?

SO_Taliza says:
AXO/CEO: Looks like we can manually remove it, but it looks like it can weigh a ton.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO/AXO: Sirs, if Titania goes ahead of Titan it could scan the area ahead before Titan, hence detecting anything hostile before Titan is detected... and Titan could slow down a tad bit so that it matches speed with Titania.

TO_Benson says:
ACO: Long-range scans are still clear.  No threats, Sir.

CSO_Engstrom says:
ACO: Impossible to ascertain.  They are too faded and overlapping.  They could be just about anything, but based on the other evidence, I would say the majority are hostile.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
CSO & TO: Stay at Red alert.

TO_Benson says:
ACO: Aye, Sir.

SO_Taliza says:
AXO/CEO: We have an antigrav?

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
SO/CEO: Wait, I think that we can download the info straight to the tricorder.

SO_Taliza says:
::gets the hint and starts to upload the information::

SO_Taliza  (Tricorder.wav)

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: just atches doesn't seem very needed::

SO_Taliza says:
AXO: Starting to upload many terraquads of information in this module.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
SO:Understood.
CEO: Ok, this was easier than I had expected, I suppose you can return to your engineering duties.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::still sitting in the Cpatain's chair::

CEO_Fletcher says:
AXO: aye sir :: heads out to ME::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
*AXO*: Commander any good infomation yet?

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
*ACO*: The SO and I would like to meet you in your ready room to update you on the information we are recieving.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::just kinda sitting around, not much to do::

TO_Benson says:
::Notices a slight fluctuation in the shields, taps console to compensate::

SO_Taliza says:
AXO: OK, I got all the important information from the module.  There was 100,000 terraquads in there.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
*AXO*: Any sign of where the Kligons went?

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
SO: Ok, lets head up to the bridge.

SO_Taliza says:
AXO: Aye sir.  ::follows AXO to the bridge::

OPS_Riley says:
::runs a few more checks on the systems, while things are quiet::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
::enters the bridge:: ACO: The SO can update you in your ready room if you want.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
AXO: SUre. ::gets up and walk in the RR::

SO_Taliza says:
::follows everyone into RR::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
FCO: Join us real quickly.

TO_Benson says:
ACO: I should have mentioned this earlier but we should have scanned the debris for weapons also, just for analysis.  Sorry, Sir but I didn't think of it until now.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::walks into the RR and goes behide the desk::

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye sir... ::stands and follows the ACO... is sort of wondering why he going with them... gets an ensign to cover for him before leaving::

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: heads back to the brdge instead::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
TO: The earlier scans idicated Klingon fire along with quantum torpedos.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
CSO: You have the bridge 'til the CEO comes up.

CSO_Engstrom says:
ACO: Achnoledge.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
::walks into the RR with the others::

OPS_Riley says:
TO: The module from the Klingon ship may provide the information you want about the weapons?

Host ACO-Teasley says:
AXO: What do you have?

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Affirmative, however we could have brought aboard some of the weapons for analysis since we are not in our own reality.  Perhaps these Klingons and Breen have different weapon techologies.

TO_Benson says:
OPS: Perhaps.  We shall find out soon enough.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::in the RR... stands until given permission to do otherwise::

SO_Taliza says:
::accesses information::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::continueing to run sensor scans, now working back on Science One::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: The SO has everything on his tricorder.
SO: Update the captain.

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: arrives on the bridge::

SO_Taliza says:
All: When it became obvious to the Klingons that Qo'nos was lost, they retreated to a world deep within its space...

Host ACO-Teasley says:
SO: Which Planet?

SO_Taliza says:
All: It's called Gonal on the Federation database.  It'll be two days' travel at warp 8.

CSO_Engstrom says:
::looks up:: CEO: You have the Conn, Lieutenant.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
FCO: Make course adjustment and speed.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye sir ::exits the RR and sits down at his console, making the corrections::

SO_Taliza says:
All: We may find the chancellor and whatever remains of the High Council centered there.

CEO_Fletcher says:
CSO: alright

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Sensors detect three warp trails on intercept course with Titan.  They are cloaked vessels.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::returns to the RR::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
SO: Every well. I want the info downladed into the Computer

CSO_Engstrom says:
CEO: Incoming cloaked vessels, they are closing on an intercept course.

TO_Benson says:
*AXO* Sir, sensors picking up three warp trails on an intercept course with us.  The vessels are cloaked.

SO_Taliza says:
ACO: Aye.  ::uploads the information to the computer::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Sir, we have company.  Three cloaked vessels are on a intercept course.

SO_Taliza says:
All: Klingon welcoming committee?

TO_Benson says:
::Activates targeting scanners::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
*ALL*:: Battle stations. ::walks out of the RR.::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
::leaves the RR::

CSO_Engstrom says:
Aloud: Captain on the bridge.

SO_Taliza says:
::exits RR and takes station::

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: goes back to station::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
ALL: As you were.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The three vessels spread out into a surrounding pattern of Titan and decloak.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
FCO: Drop to impulse.

CSO_Engstrom says:
Aloud: Three vessls decloaking, were surrounded.

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Sir, three vessels decloacking!

TO_Benson says:
::Locks targeting scanners on the lead ship::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Two K'Vort class crusiers and one VorCha cruiser appear.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye sir

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Sir, they are decloacking.

CSO_Engstrom says:
ACO: Reading one Vorcha Class Attack Crusier, two older K'Vort's, there Klingon, and they have us outgunned, Sir.

OPS_Riley says:
ACO/AXO: Should we not attempt to communicate with them as we are on their side here?

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Computer identifies two K'Vort class cruisers and one VorChas cruiser.

CSO_Engstrom says:
ACO: Energy signatures indicate weapons hot.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
OPS: Hail the lead Klingon Vessel.

TO_Benson says:
AXO: Targeting scanners locked on the Vor Cha cruiser.

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

